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Would you like a little chocolate with your
chocolate? Hop on board the cocoa express and
whip up these marvellously more-ish desserts
Tiramisu cake
Tiramisu means ‘pick me up’, and that’s exactly what this luscious
cake implores you to do. It can be made up to two days ahead –
store it in the fridge, then bring it out to impress your guests.
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Give a super-simple cake a glamorous
makeover with choc-covered fruit and nuts,
crunchy praline and edible gold leaf. Bliss!

Marble cake with
chocolate glaze and
orange zest
Want an extra colour in your
marble? Divide the batter into
three bowls rather than two,
colour the third with pink food
colouring, then swirl away!

Chocolate sensations

Choc-cherry cake
If you have time, a fancy
(and scrumptious!) way to
finish this dessert is to soak
12 fresh cherries in kirsch
liqueur for one week, then
use them to top the cake.

Choc-nut
refrigerator cake
Creamy, crunchy and delicious!
To make this no-bake cake easy
to slice, remove it from the fridge
20-30 minutes before serving.

Simply splendid chocolate cake
Styling by Fiona
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You can freeze the cake layers, minus the
filling and topping, in an airtight container
for up to three months – too easy!
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Millionaire’s chocolate
and caramel tart
Styling by Fiona

Chocolate meringue cake

Chocolate sensations

There’s nothing better than a light
meringue, topped with a melody
of tastes and textures. For best
results, ensure your eggs are at
room temperature before whipping.

Go for gold and make one large tart
or, make many smaller ones and
serve a mix – some with chocolate
topping and others without.
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Flourless chocolate cake
Whether you eat gluten or not, this heavenly
cake will knock your socks off. Serve it with
raspberries for a final flourish.

Seriously sinful
choc-hazelnut pudding

Chocolate kisses
Preheat oven to 170°C.
Line 2 oven trays with
baking paper. Put 175g
butter, 50g icing sugar
and 25g cocoa in a large
bowl and beat until pale
and creamy. Add 1 tsp
vanilla extract and mix
well. Sift over 25g cocoa,
125g plain flour, 25g
cornflour and a pinch of
salt and mix until well
combined. Spoon
mixture into a piping bag
fitted with a 9mm star
nozzle. Pipe out 32 x
4cm rounds onto
prepared trays, leaving a
little space between each
biscuit for spreading.
Bake for 12-15 minutes.
Cool on trays until firm,
then transfer to a wire rack to
cool completely. To make filling,
cream 150g butter, 300g icing
sugar, 25g cocoa and 1 tsp
vanilla extract in a large bowl
until very soft. Sandwich
shortbread discs with chocolate
butter cream. Makes 16.

If you’re planning to make this
star attraction, you really don’t
need anything else on the menu
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Chocolate crumble cheesecake

Chocolate sensations

This devilish combination of
choc-chip shortbread, decadent
chocolate mousse, thick cream
and nutty honeycomb crunch
is too tempting to resist.

Texture to die for! Don’t be tempted to spoil
this fabulous cake by removing it from the
oven before it’s cool, or it is likely to crack.
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Styling by Fiona

Chocolate sensations

Want to win friends and
influence people? Give them layers
of dark chocolate mousse and cake!
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White chocolate chip and
raspberry muffins
These fruity muffins, drizzled with
velvety smooth white chocolate, are
moist and delicious. For a finishing
touch, get creative with paper cases
from specialty food and craft stores.

Nutty chocolate cake
This teatime treat is heavenly as it
is but, for a change, use your loaf
and swap the macadamias for
almonds, Brazil nuts or hazelnuts.

Chocoholic’s mousse cake
The vanilla sugar in this cake adds extra
depth of flavour. You can buy it or make
it yourself – just put a whole vanilla bean
in an airtight jar with white sugar and it’ll
be good to go in a month.
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✽Cook’s tips
Chocolate mud pie
n Invert the base of
your springform tin
before pressing the
biscuit crumbs into it.
This makes it easier
to remove the biscuit
base from the tin.

Wow-factor mud pie
This pie is kid-friendly,
but if you’re entertaining
a grown-up crowd, add a
dash of Jack Daniel’s to
the chocolate filling.

Microwave truffles
Break 200g dark chocolate
into small pieces and place
in a rectangular microwavesafe container. Pour 125ml boiling
water over and mix together until
chocolate is melted. Add 1 large
beaten egg and mix well to
combine. Cook in microwave on
high/100% for 2 minutes. Allow
to cool to room temperature, then
refrigerate overnight to set. Use
a teaspoon to roll into small
balls and coat in cocoa powder.
Makes 12.

Lamington gems

Styling by Fiona

If you’re hosting a morning tea and
don’t have time to make these bliss
bombs from scratch, use a store-bought
butter cake instead of making your own.

Chocolate sensations

Sometimes all you need
is cake to turn your
world the right way up

Chocky pear upside-down cake
Fancy a touch of caramel instead of the chocolate
drizzle? Make a quick caramel sauce with 1 cup
brown sugar, 60g butter and 300ml cream.

Styling by Fiona
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Frosted choc cake
with praline cream
You need to taste this cake to believe it!
No time for curls? Roughly chop choc-coated
honeycomb for a speedy, tasty solution.

✸
Our

cover
star

Chocolate sensations

Rich chocolate
quinoa cake
The highly nutritious and
gluten-free quinoa grain
works in perfect harmony
with the chocolate in
this cake – bake it for
someone you love!

Chocolate
coconut slice
This fab slice only takes
30 minutes to make and
is a perfect anytime treat.

Styling by Fiona

Styling by Fiona

No-bake chocolate,
cherry and nut cake
One for the lovers of glacé cherries!
Leave a handful of them whole then,
as you dig in, enjoy the discovery.
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